
 

            

 

National CKS Memorial Hall: This memorial hall was built in memory of Chiang Kai-shek, the first president of the 

Republic of China. The memorial hall is white with a blue roof, representing the dominant colors in the ROC flag. A 

bronze statue of Chiang looks west symbolically to the Presidential Office Building and mainland China. 

Jiufen: It is said that long time ago there were only nine families in Jiufen. Before the roads on land were built, all 

materials were transported via ships. Thus a habit was formed that nine pieces of same object were purchased at one 

time for reservation. Hence, the place was called Jiufen. 

Friendly Garden: We can know farmer how to work if we to do ourselves. There is no better way to understand the 

culture by experiencing it! 

 

 

 

 

Taroko National Park: Taroko is famous for its spectacular mountains and marble canyons. Cliffs and canyons stretch 

along Liwu River. Four million years ago, the island of Taiwan was formed by the collision of plates. After millions of years 

of wind erosion, the marble rocks were exposed and cut by Liwu River, creating impressive grand canyons. 

Eternal Spring Temple: Spring water adjacent by the Eternal Spring Shine flows all year round, and the Highway Bureau 

named it after "Changchun Falls." It is now scenic spot with special significance on the Central Cross-Island Highway. 

 

 

 

 

Fo Guang Shan Buddha Memorial: The Buddha Museum was constructed with the intention of enshrining the Buddha’s 

relic. The Sanskrit word “sarira” refers to the relics of a sage, which usually appear in crystalized form. The relic is 

perceived as a sign of the sage’s spiritual cultivation over a lifetime. 

The Pier-2 Art Center: It was once an abandoned and forgotten warehouse buried in history, However, with a group 

of persistent artist who injected waves of creativity and inspiration into the area, the Pier-2 area was released and re-

born making the region a place where tourist and locals can come together to enjoy fine art. With the collision of an 

old area and new fine art, Pier-2 becomes an area of new vitality and liveliness. 

Departure: Every Wednesday &Saturday 

 

(Hualien Lige or similar) 

 

 (B / L / X) 

(Taipei Ferrary. Wonstar XimenⅡor similar) DAY1: Taoyuan Airport/ Taipei  (X / X / X) 

(Taitung Toyugi. Hoya (Hot Springs) or similar)  ( B / L / D) 

(KHH International Citizen. Golden Pacific or similar) 

Tai Yi Ecological Leisure Farm or similar) 

 ( B / L / X) 



Banana Wharf: This two-story canopied structure was built at Kaohsiung Harbor's Wharf No. 3 in 1963. The open-air 

design, unique among storage facilities at the port, enabled the natural ventilation required for storage of bananas. 

Modernization and declining banana exports eventually consigned the Banana Warehouse to the annals of history. 

Night Market: Night Market serve snacks and provide entertainment and games for recreation, the garments/apparels 

and groceries are rarely seen in the market. In particular, the dozens of steak houses boom around the market offering 

beef steak at reasonable price or family-size package meal. No matter what you like to have, a variety of delicious 

food, specialties, cold drinks, ices and seafood here are offered for your choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

Sun Moon Lake: The Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area is praised for its five major recreational systems. Divided by 

Lalu Island, the Sun Moon Lake scenic area got its name from the unique terrain that looked like a sun on one side and 

a crescent moon on the other. Crowned as one of the Eight Wonders of Taiwan. Sun Moon Lake is also the most famous 

source of hydroelectric power. 

Wenwu Temple: The architecture of the temple has the palace style of northern China. It is a large and imposing 

structure.The bronze statue of a seated Confucius makes this also the only Confucius temple in Taiwan that contains 

an image of the sage. 

 

 

 

Martyrs Shrine: The shrine is dedicated to the 390,000 soldiers killed in the service of their country during the War of 

Resistance against Japan and the civil war between the Chinese Republican and communist forces. A major 

attraction at the shrine is the hourly ceremony for the changing of the honor guard in front of the main gate. 

Ximen: It is the mecca for youth culture. From tatton street to Wannian Plaza accessory shops, cosplay to street 

dancing. Pop stars often come here for promotional events on weekends.  

 

(Taichung Golden Pacific. CU or similar)  ( B / L / X) 

 

(Taoyuan Holiday Inn or Taipei or similar)  ( B / L / X) 

 ( B / X / X ) 


